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Question {1} (15 Marks)

Let Xur.xrr,q...<Xs1 be the order statistics of a random sample of size n from

exponential distribution with the probability density function given by

f(*)=Lr*"ka x>- B,
d a ,

where q and B are positive parameters.

a. Obtain the expected value for Z =min(Xt,.J n).

b. Obtain the distribution of the sample range R=X*1-Xut.

c. Let X denote the mean of random sample of size 128 from a gamma distribution

with a =2andf =4. Compute an approximate value of rg .X .r.

Question (2) (14 Marks)

a. Let {X o\,k =1,2,3,... be sequence of independent random variabie defined as

p(xo=-n\=1 and,  P(xk=k\=:
/ . 2

Check whether the law of large numbers holds for this sequence.

b. Let U, denote the nth order statistics of a random sample of size n from a uniform

distribution on the interval (0, P) . Prove that Z, = JU , converges stochastically to

Je
c. Let X,X2,...,X,are independent Poisson with rate 0.5 and for, n=25 approximate

the value P(10 < fx, <28).
l = 1
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Ouestion (3) (23 Marks)
a. Show that if x,xr,...,xnare independent random variables and each has the

uniform distribution with domain (0,r), show that z=_2r1Ln(x,)has the gamma
t= l

distribution , where ).is anunknown parameter.
b. If the probability density function of x is given by

- f (x)=#=f ,  -co<x<oo

Find the probability density function of r =e-" .

c' Find the measure of kurtosis of the distribution that has the characteristic function

of the form e,Q) =oO{; .
)

d. Let N,,xr,..,N b identicaily independent iandom sample from a poibson
distribution with mean p . Write yn = X n, Does y, _J__+ t,

Ouestion (4) (23 Ma{lq)
a' Prove that the t distribution tends to standard normal distribution as n -) a.

b' obtain the mean and variance of a random variable x has the non-central chi,
square with the following probability density function

x>Q

where 't is the non-centr aLity parameter and n is the degree of freedom.

c' Let x,,x2,"',x, be a random sample from the distribution with density function'  
. f  (x)  = xe - ' ,x  )  0 .F indci f i t isknown that  p(X,>c)=0.75 forn:250.

d' Let x1,x2,"',xnbe a random sample from distribution with cumulative
distribution function given by

F(x) = l  -  x-2,  l (  y 4 oo and 0 otherwise.

Find the limiting distribution of (i) x ,, f J; (ii) (x ,,),
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